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Abstract
Aims & objectives: We aim to evaluate the correlation between the spectrum of white matter diseases and carotid arterial system; to elucidate the
pathophysiology and risk factors of white matter diseases.
Materials & methods: In this study conducted during 2016-2017, 32 patients were referred to hospital Radiology Department, P.B.M. hospital,
Bikaner, Rajasthan. The age range chosen was of 60-88 years as there are increased signals on T2-weighted MR images, indicating periventricular white
matter diseases, were examined by duplex Doppler evaluation of the carotid arterial system. Hitachi Prosound Aloka Alpha A7 device a 7.5-15 MHz
probe was used. The control group comprised 36 patients which were of the same age as that of the patients chosen between 60-88 years. IMT (intimomedial thickness) complex of the carotid arteries was evaluated to assess the degree of carotid stenosis.

Conclusion: As per the results obtained in our study with patients of white matter diseases of geriatric age group, there were associated increased
thicknening of the intimo-medial layer of the arterial tree. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the ischemic process lead to the
development of white matter diseases. This hypothesis also shows that, white matter diseases occurs following reactive gliosis secondary to chronic
ischemia, induced by plugging of small arteries supplying the white matter region.
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Introduction
White matter diseases are associated with increased signals in
the white matter tract on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) images in geriatric patients [1]. White matter increased
signals are known to portray a correlation between age, senile
hypertension, diabetes mellitusetc, [2-5]. However, the genetic
premonition is better associated with these white matter diseases.
Studies, related to the demographics and epidemiology elucidate the
link between memory, psychosomatic deterioration and imbalance
of geriatric population who have white matter hyper intensities.
Senile individuals have proposed a lucid correlation between
decreased compos mentis and increased signals on white matter
tracts on T2 weighted images on MR [6]. The presence of such
signals may also pose a risk factor for stroke [7,8]. Pathogenesis of
hyper intensities seen on MRI is not fully elucidated. Small arterial
diseases appear to be the chief& principal etiological insult of such
hyper intensities [9], also disruption of the blood cerebral barrier
may implicate in the disease process [10]. However, an intricate
association with the presence of arteriosclerosis in the medium
sized arteries, the white matter infarcts and white matter changes
are well known and proven [8,11-15]. Any large vessel disease
which is prone for the necrosis of white matter, compromise of
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Meena GL.

blood flow could be an indirect insult in the development of such
hyper intensities.

Materials & Methods

In this study conducted during 2016-2017, 32 patients were
referred to hospital Radiology Department, P.B.M. hospital, Bikaner,
Rajasthan [16]. The age range chosen was of 60-88 years as there
are increased signals on T2-weighted MR images, indicating per
ventricular white matter diseases, were examined by duplex
Doppler evaluation of the carotid arterial system [17]. HITACHI
PROSOUND ALOKA ALPHA A 7 device a 7.5-15MHz probe was
used. The control group comprised 36 patients which were of the
same age as that of the patients chosen between 60-88 years. IMT
(intimo-medial thickness) complex of the carotid arteries was
evaluated to assess the degree of carotid stenosis (Figure 1).

Plaques noted in carotid vessels were illustrated by duplex
Doppler study (Bock-Lusby Classification). Type I plaque is seen as
hypoechoic plaques, Type II plaques are predominantly hypoechoic,
but also containing specks of hyperechoicareas, Type III plaques
have a predominant hyperechoic component &the more calcified
are characterized as Type IV [18,19].
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Intimo-medial thickness of the carotid arterial tree in the patient
group is higher than in the control group (Table 2).

Table 2: Shows the correlation between the intimo-medial
thickness criterion and the patients with white matter diseases,
which is statistically significant (p=0.001*).
IntimoMedial
Thickness

N

Mean±S.D

Median

Minimum

Maximum

Patients

32

1.08±0.11

1.1

0.8

1.3

Total

68

0.88±1.0

1

0.8

1.3

Control

Conclusion

Result

Figure 2: A scatter plot of age(s) and groups of the control
& patients.
Table 1: shows the age criterion which is statistically significant.
Age

N

Mean±S.D

Median

Minimum

Maximum

Patients

32

77.69±7.79

81

60

88

Total

68

72.99±8.60

73.5

58

88

36

68.81±7.05

68

58

0.88±0.8

0.8

0.8

1.1

As per the results obtained in our study with patients of white
matter diseases of geriatric age group, there were associated
increased thicknening of the intimo-medial layer of the arterial
tree [20]. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the
ischemic process lead to the development of white matter diseases
[21-23]. This hypothesis also shows that, white matter diseases
occurs following reactive gliosis secondary to chronic ischemia,
induced by plugging of small arteries supplying the white matter
region. White matter signals are associated with significant age
related morbidity and mortality. Periventricular increased white
matter signals accounts for the bulk of these signals observed in
this population of aging women [24]. Increased age, BMI (body
mass index) and internal carotid arterial (ICA) resistance to flow
(pulsatility index) were found to be strongly and significantly
predictive of such periventricular signals development [25].

Figure 1: Mean age of the patient group and controls.

Control

36

85

A total of 32 white matter disease patients between the ages
of 60-88 years, 11 males, 21 females, and in the same age range
36 people who had no such white matter diseases: a total of 15
men and 21 women were evaluated with duplex Doppler study
for atherosclerotic intima-medial thicknesses, severity of stenosis
and characteristics of the plaques (Figure 2). These results were
statistically analyzed using Mann Whitney U test, Fisher’s exact
chi-square test and the data with Pearson’s test (Table 1). There
are statistically significant differences between the groups in terms
of age (p=0.001*). Patients with white matter diseases are elder
than the control subjects. Among the two groups Intimo-medial
thickness shows a statistically significant difference (p=0.001*).

Age and BMI were the only significant risk factors for the
development of deep white matter increased signals [26].
Framingham cardiovascular risk score was not a significant risk
factor for the development of WMH in this group (Figure 3). These
regression equations need to be tested on an independent data set
to confirm the predictive ability of age, BMI and the ICA pulsatility
index [27]. The ICA pulsatility index measured by duplex ultrasound
may prove to be an important predictive variable in determining
those at risk of increased white matter signals and its sequelae. The
ICA pulsatility index may be an ideal target for therapeutics aimed
at reducing the progression of such hyper intensities [28].
Our data suggest a statistically significant correlation between
white matter diseases and the age factor, atherosclerosis, carotid
artery pathologies including plaques and stenosis.
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